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Name, Affiliation
Shannon Weckman
Private Citizen

Comment
I am very concerned over the rollout of wireless technology especially since adequate studies have not been done to
determine health safety. Wireless technology may affect our brain, nervous system, resulting in anxiety, depression, autism,
Alzheimer’s, autoimmune disease and much more. Our health is being put at risk for corporate profits. The government
agencies that are supposed to protect us have been taken over and run by corporations and as a result make decisions
favorable to corporate profit. What a sad state of affairs that a civilization puts profit before the health of its citizens
especially children. I am convinced that microwave RF does damage to living organisms and is why I now live in
and I do not have a smart meter or any wireless devices in my home.
Love, Peace, Freedom,

Petrina Gregson
Private Citizen

Shannon Weckman
It is time for governments to stand up for the people and stop kowtowing to the telecommunication industry. The
BioInitiative Report gave the warning several years ago. The NTP research has given clear evidence that EMF is hazardous to
our health, and should be rated as a probable carcinogen. Our
was diagnosed with
at
he is an urban
dweller and up to then had been active and healthy, although a cell phone user. Many people can’t afford a land line and a
cell phone; we can expect more cancer and brain tumours as the telecom industry pushes cell phones on the public without
the public being aware of the dangers. 5G technology is only exposing more people to more radiation.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/02/21/cellphone-radiation-linked-totumors.aspx?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter
Children are a country’s greatest resource, yet we are irradiating them daily with wifi in the schools. Hard-wired technology
is more secure and faster than wireless technology, and less expensive in the long run. I and my
have moved from
a city to a
but few people have that luxury. Please step up to the plate and at least put a
moratorium on the 5G technology. More and more independent studies are showing the dangers, even as industry-bought
scientists try to refute them.
Sincerely,
Petrina Gregson,

Ken and Bernadette Ayre We Protest the massive whitewashing that is being catalyzed by the telecommunications industry to suppress the truth and
Private Citizens
expose us and our family to dangerous levels of EMF so they can increase their profits.
Save us. Stop destroying us.
Sincerely,

Ken & Bernadette Ayre

Ess S.
Private Citizen

ELIMINATE High Fructose Corn Syrup
ELIMINATE GMOs
Read this! Having read it myself, and lots more re: cellphone toxicity over the years, I register my protest of this insidious
technology that is toxifying humanity, the environment, and all life! Measures MUST be taken to address and deal with this
egregious assault on biological health:
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/02/21/cellphone-radiation-linked-totumors.aspx?utm_source=dnl&utm_medium=email&utm_content=art1&utm_campaign=20180221Z1_UCM&et_cid=DM18
7615&et_rid=221759811
U.S. citizen
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